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HOW IS INFORMATION VALUED? EVIDENCE FROM
FRAMED FIELD EXPERIMENTS*
Mitchell Hoffman
Do people buy the right amount of information? In a novel field experiment, businesspeople experts
provided guesses about the price and quality of actual websites. Compensation was provided for
correct results (high or low). Before answers were revealed, subjects could pay to get a noisy signal. I
find that the relationship between subjects’ accuracy and their demand for information is much
flatter than would be optimal. Subjects underpay for information when signals are valuable and
overpay when signals are less valuable. I also find that subjects exhibit significant overconfidence.
However, even when the value of information is adjusted to account for subjects’ overconfidence or
subjects’ tendency to sometimes misuse information, subjects underpay when signals are valuable
and overpay when signals are less valuable.

In many economic situations, individuals need to decide whether to acquire costly
information.1 While models of endogenous information acquisition usually assume that
agents acquire information when the instrumental value of information exceeds its cost,
this assumption may be violated when agents have biased beliefs. Consider an individual
facing a binary choice {A,B}. With her existing information, she is able to predict the
correct choice with probability p. At a cost k, she can do additional research that reveals
the right choice with certainty. If the value of the right choice is one and that of the wrong
choice is zero, then it is optimal to perform this additional research whenever k < 1  p.
However, a large literature shows that people are often overconfident about their ability.
Suppose the individual in my example is overconfident about the quality of her preexisting knowledge, perceiving herself to be correct with probability p 0 [ p. In that case,
she will become fully informed only when k \ 1  p 0 , and information will be
undervalued. On the other hand, belief biases could cause information to be overvalued.
For example, when tasks are easy, people often exhibit underconfidence (Griffin and
Tversky, 1992; Moore and Healy, 2008). If p 0 \ p, then the individual will overpay for
information.
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1
Models with endogenous (costly or costless) information acquisition have been used to study financial
markets (Grossman and Stiglitz, 1980), auctions (Milgrom and Weber, 1982), voting (Martinelli, 2006), and
medical patient decision-making (Koszegi, 2003), among many other applications.
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In this article, I study whether even experts optimally demand information, and
examine the sources of any patterns of over- or underpayment. I perform framed field
experiments using businesspeople experts in two industries who buy, sell and operate
domain names and websites.2 In Stage I of the experiments, subjects make guesses
about the prices of actually sold domain names or about the quality of actual websites.
Subjects make binary guesses (high or low price, or high or low quality); their
confidence for each guess is elicited with an incentive-compatible quadratic scoring
rule (QSR). In Stage II, subjects have the opportunity to purchase information to help
them possibly guess again on the same tasks. If their willingness to pay (WTP) for
information is high enough, they receive the information and guess again. Because the
guessing tasks are binary, there is a simple formula for rational acquisition of
information. The information takes two forms. In one form, information is a noisy
signal of the true price/quality, made with computer-generated random noise. In the
second form, information is the guess of another subject from Stage I.
The reason I perform framed field experiments is to combine attractive elements of the
laboratory and of the field for my research question. By using simple laboratory tasks with
clearly defined rules, I rule out two confounds which may be present in field data. First,
I rule out the possibility that subjects are unaware information is available. Second, in my
experiment, the costs of information are transparent and are the same for everyone,
i.e. no one has an advantage of being able to obtain information more quickly or more
cheaply. However, laboratory studies are sometimes criticised on the grounds that they
rely on inexperienced undergraduate subjects performing artificial laboratory tasks
(Levitt and List, 2007a,b). By using experts performing tasks and purchasing information
similarly to how they do so in the real world, I help ameliorate these concerns.3
In the main finding of the article, I find that subjects underpay for information when
information is valuable and overpay when information is less valuable. The relationship
between empirical accuracy and WTP is far flatter than predicted by theory.
To what extent are my results related to overconfidence? By measuring confidence
prior to eliciting WTP, I can examine optimal information acquisition when the value
of information is adjusted to account for overconfidence. Empirically, subjects exhibit
substantial overconfidence, though interestingly, subjects recognise that other subjects
tend to be overconfident. In addition, higher confidence is associated with lower WTP,
2
Harrison and List (2004) define framed field experiments as experiments using non-standard subjects
and a field context in the task, commodity, or information subjects can use. The term ‘domain name’ refers
to an internet property that has not been developed and the term ‘website’ refers to a developed internet
property.
3
For example, I can rule out the criticism of laboratory experiments that the tasks lacked economic
meaning for subjects. It also seems likely that biases that exist with experts will also exist with non-experts but
the reverse may not be true. For example, Palacios-Huerta and Volij (2009) and List and Haigh (2005) show
that some biases observed among non-experts may be weaker among experts (though other evidence does
not reach this conclusion (Cipriani and Guarino, 2009)). One interpretation of the magnitude of suboptimal information acquisition in my experiment is as a potential lower bound for sub-optimal information
acquisition with other subjects in other contexts. In addition to the question of why use businesspeople
experts instead of students, there is the question of why I use businesspeople who trade and develop internet
real estate and web content. First, the context is one where good information is highly valuable. Second,
there is an active domain name appraisal market (where businesspeople purchase information about a
domain name from an appraiser), which is a real-world example of costly information acquisition. Third, I
had available the generous assistance of the conference organisers in being able to implement businessrelevant experimental tasks.
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both across and within subjects. However, after accounting for overconfidence in the
value of information, it remains that subjects underpay for highly informative signals
but overpay for relatively uninformative signals.
What else can account for patterns of suboptimal WTP? The preceding discussion
assumes that once obtained, information is used optimally in making choices. While
the right choice is straightforward when signals all point in the same direction, sorting
through conflicting signals to come to the right conclusions is much more demanding.
I find that information misusage is fairly common. However, even accounting for
subjects’ tendency to sometimes misuse information, it remains that subjects underpay
for valuable signals and overpay for less valuable signals.
Beyond overconfidence and misusage, there are a number of alternative forces that
could help explain the results. Conservatism (Edwards, 1968) and base rate neglect
(Tversky and Kahneman, 1974) can generate the observed pattern of over and
underpayment if they are present in large enough doses. Other forces may also help
explain the results but seem less successful in fully explaining observed patterns.
The guessing and information acquisition tasks in my experiments are designed to
mimic those in the real-world markets from which my subjects are drawn. For example,
for domain traders – those involved in buying, selling and developing domain names,
the virtual addresses of the internet – assessing domain prices is a central part of
business. Yet, even for professionals, pricing domains is complicated and there is an
active real-world market for domain appraisals, where an expert is paid to provide an
estimate of a domain name’s value.4
Although my article is one of the first to analyse optimal information acquisition
over a broad range of information values directly, several other experimental papers
examine costless or costly information acquisition. Kubler and Weizsacker (2004) and
Kraemer et al. (2006) modify a standard social learning/herding experiment (Anderson and Holt, 1997) so that information is costly. Both papers find evidence of
excessive information acquisition. Other recent experiments have examined information acquisition in non-instrumental contexts, for example, whether people acquire
information to feel good about themselves.5 Information acquisition has also appeared
in experimental asset markets and in several experiments on naive advice but the
context in these studies is very different.6

4
The subjects are not only highly knowledgeable about the particular items they are guessing about but
are also often familiar with acquiring information about the items. Despite this familiarity, they are probably
not experts at information acquisition and are certainly not experts in experimental economic methods like
elicitation of beliefs or WTP. However, using a subject population that is expert at valuing items and familiar
with information acquisition is useful for responding to criticisms that participants were totally inexperienced
or that the experiment was context-free, and is a novel addition to the literature. I thank two referees for
raising this point.
5
Kubler and Weizsacker (2004), Kraemer et al. (2006) and Eliaz and Schotter (2010) also examine aspects
of optimal information acquisition. I discuss the relationship between my findings and theirs in subsection
4.1. Papers examining non-instrumental information acquisition include Eliaz and Schotter (2010), Fong
and Oberholzer-Gee (2011), Burks et al. (2013) and Ganguly and Tasoff (2014).
6
As in the social learning experiments, asset market experiments (Sunder, 1992) and naive advice
experiments (Schotter, 2003) often feature situations where information may provide limited instrumental
value beyond what should be observed in equilibrium (e.g. other agents in advice games may be unlikely to
have superior information). My experiment looks at information acquisition across a whole range of possible
values.
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My findings are also related to the overconfidence literature. One strand of this
literature examines the types and causes of overconfidence.7 A second strand (Burks
et al., 2013; Charness et al., 2013) examines the connection between overconfidence
and social signalling. In contrast, my main concern is with the link between
overconfidence and optimal information acquisition.
To summarise, there are two main contributions of the article. First, I develop a
simple theory and a novel experiment for analysing optimal information acquisition,
both compared to the rational benchmark and while adjusting the value of
information to account for overconfidence and information misusage. Second, I
conduct the experiment using expert subjects.
Section 1 presents a basic model of the value of information. Section 2 explains the
experimental design. Section 3 provides results. Section 4 discusses the relationship
between my findings and others, as well as alternative explanations for my results.
Section 5 concludes. Supplementary material is given in the online Appendix.

1. The Model
I present a very simple model of the value of information. The goal is to provide a tight
link between theory and my experimental design. As such, I refer to elements of the
experimental design, even though they are not fully explained until Section 2.
Subjects wish to guess the value of a binary parameter g 2 {0, 1}. In Stage I, in
addition to her guess about g, the subject is asked for the confidence of her guess,
p 2 [0.5, 1], which I elicit in the experiment using a lottery version of the QSR that is
incentive-compatible under risk aversion. In Stage II, I elicit her WTP for a signal
x 2 {0, 1} using the Becker–DeGroot–Marschak (BDM) procedure. The signal may
be a ‘direct signal’, that is, a computer-generated number, or it may be a ‘subjective
signal’, that is, the guess of another person. Direct signals are accurate with probability
r ≥ 0.5, that is, Pr(x = g|g) = r. For subjective signals, a subject’s estimate of the
probability that the other person’s guess is correct is denoted by s. If the subject receives
a signal as a result of the BDM elicitation, she makes a new guess about g to replace her
old one. If she is correct, she receives a prize of k (she receives 0 if incorrect).
The following Proposition expresses the value of a direct signal. Let 1() denote the
indicator function, g(x) denote the subject’s guess given a signal x, and g denote a
guess made without a signal. In my main empirical analyses on optimal WTP, direct
signals receive the most attention.
P ROPOSITION 1. Optimal WTP for Direct Information. Assume the subject is risk neutral.
Suppose her confidence regarding her guess of g is p. Then the optimal WTP for a signal of
accuracy r to help win a prize k is k(r  p) 9 1(r > p).
Proof. Between the signal and her prior, the subject should rely on the most ex ante
accurate piece of information. If the signal is less accurate than the subject’s prior, her
7
See Moore and Healy (2008) for a taxonomy of types of overconfidence. Eil and Rao (2011), as well as
Mobius et al. (2014), explore the link between ego utility and overconfidence, while Cesarini et al. (2009)
study genetic links. See Ericson (2011) and Grossman and Owens (2012) for links between overconfidence
and memory/feedback.
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prior should be pivotal (i.e. be used for making decisions), and she gains nothing from
obtaining the signal. If the signal is more accurate than the prior, the advantage she
gains is the difference in expected payoff between guessing using the signal and
guessing using the prior: b = E(p|x)  E(p) = kPr[g(x) = g]  kPr(g = g) = k(r  p).
This result is straightforward and allows me to see directly whether demand for
information is optimal. For example, if a subject is 90% confident in her guess in Stage
I, she should bid WTP = 0 to obtain an additional signal which is 80% accurate.
However, if she is only 50% confident, she should be willing to pay 30% of her
winnings to obtain the 80% accurate signal.8
Optimal WTP can also be considered for subjective signals, where the signals are in
the form of information on the actions of past subjects. The formula for optimal WTP
is the same except that the known accuracy of the signal, r, is replaced by the subject’s
belief about the accuracy of the other subject, s (assuming s ≥ 0.5). That is, optimal
WTP is k(s  p) 9 1(s > p).
Willingness to pay for subjective information may be affected not only by the
behavioural biases mentioned above, but also by subjects’ beliefs about other subjects
(e.g. believing that other subjects are overconfident). By asking subjects their beliefs
about the accuracy of other players, beliefs about others are incorporated into the
value of subjective information. However, I do not model how subjects form beliefs
about other subjects.
The formula in Proposition 1 assumes risk neutrality, and will be incorrect if subjects
are risk-averse (or loss-averse). With a more general utility function, U(), the optimal
WTP for information, b, equates expected utility without information to expected
utility when information is purchased:
pU ðe þ kÞ þ ð1  pÞU ðeÞ ¼ rU ðe  b þ kÞ þ ð1  r ÞU ðe  bÞ;

(1)

where e is the subject’s endowment. The effect of risk aversion on optimal WTP is
ambiguous. As seen in the numerical illustration in online Appendix Figure D1,
information may be more valuable for subjects with moderate risk aversion compared
to subjects who are either less risk-averse or more risk-averse. On one hand, buying
information may be undesirable to a risk-averse agent since any amount paid lowers
her payoff in all states of the world. On the other hand, information also provides
‘insurance’ by increasing the probability that her guess is correct. The effects, though,
on the size of optimal WTP in Figure D1 seem relatively small.9

8
In many studies on overconfidence, subjects are asked to state a confidence interval (often a 90%
interval) regarding their guess on a continuous variable (Cesarini et al., 2006). The relative advantage of
using my binary-guessing design is that it allows for a simple and direct test of optimal information
acquisition. Optimal information acquisition can be examined relative to subject confidence (as in
Proposition 1) or relative to subject accuracy (i.e. letting p represent a subject’s chance of guessing correctly).
9
Note that when r = 1, the value of information is monotonically increasing in risk aversion, as buying
information eliminates all risk. Turning from risk aversion to loss aversion, it seems that loss aversion will
lower optimal WTP for information if an agent’s reference point is her endowment (and r < 1). Suppose the
agent has a simple kinked utility function U ðx; eÞ ¼ ðx  eÞ  1ðx  eÞ  L  ðe  xÞ  1ðx \ eÞ, where
L ≥ 1 is a constant indicating the agent’s degree of loss aversion. The value L = 1 corresponds to the rational
case whereas L > 1 means that losses are felt more than gains. For a signal of accuracy r to win a prize k, the
optimal WTP equates r(k  b)  (1  r)Lb = pk, which leads to b = k(r  p)/[r + (1  r)L] 9 1(r > p).
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One way of eliminating confounds due to risk aversion in experiments is to pay
subjects in lottery/probability units (Berg et al., 1986). In theory, this eliminates the
effect of risk aversion on optimal WTP. However, making payments in probability units
may be less intuitive for businesspeople and would make the experiment less analogous
to real-world markets. In addition, in experimental practice, paying in probability units
may not eliminate the effect of risk aversion (Walker et al., 1990). In my experiment,
instead of paying in probability units, subjects pay for information in dollars and then
separately complete a lottery choice task (Holt and Laury, 2002), which measures their
risk aversion. I present estimation results later on, both under the assumption of risk
neutrality and correcting for risk aversion. Results in both cases are qualitatively
similar.

2. Procedure and Background
2.1. Experimental Procedure
Subjects were told they would begin the experiment with $10. In Stage I, subjects made
guesses on between 10 and 25 tasks. The tasks were guessing whether randomly
selected domain names sold for <$2,500 or >$7,500 or guessing whether randomly
selected websites had <100 or >500 incoming links. Subjects also stated a percentage
confidence for their guess from 50% to 100%. Subjects were paid according to a riskindependent QSR, very similar to that in McKelvey and Page (1990). If a subject
guessed correctly and stated a confidence level c, they received a lottery with a 2c  c 2
probability of winning $20 and a ð1  cÞ2 probability of receiving zero. If they guessed
incorrectly, they had a 1  c 2 probability of winning $20 and a c 2 probability of
receiving zero. Under these incentives, it is optimal for subjects to report their true
confidence level accurately. This method enriches the original QSR of Brier (1950) to
be incentive-compatible under risk aversion.10 Some recent papers assessing (theoretically or empirically) the ability of QSRs and/or alternative scoring rules to accurately
elicit beliefs include Offerman et al. (2009), Schlag and van der Weele (2009) and
Hossain and Okui (2013). Recent papers using risk-invariant scoring rules include Holt
and Smith (2009) and Mobius et al. (2014).11

10
To see why the method is incentive compatible, one solves the problem of choosing a confidence level c
to maximise expected utility given true believed accuracy q. Letting e be the endowment and k be the prize,
the problem is:

maxc q½ð2c  c 2 ÞU ðe þ kÞ þ ð1  cÞ2 U ðeÞ þ ð1  qÞ½ð1  c 2 ÞU ðe þ kÞ þ c 2 U ðeÞ:
One finds c  ¼ q, and this does not depend on the level of risk aversion. In contrast, in a standard QSR, the
subject’s payoff for a reported confidence level c is 2c  c 2 for a correct guess and 1  c 2 for an incorrect
one. If subjects in a standard QSR are risk-averse, they may bias reports down toward 0.5.
11
Controlling risk by paying subjects in lottery units is analysed in the seminal work of Berg et al. (1986),
though there is some evidence that paying in probability units does not always eliminate the effect of risk
aversion (Walker et al., 1990; Selten et al., 1999). However, McKelvey and Page (1990), Hao and Houser
(2010) and Hossain and Okui (2013) report experiments where risk-invariant scoring rules seemed
reasonably successful in eliciting beliefs, as predicted by theory. While one cannot assume that the riskinvariant QSR used in my experiment is totally foolproof, McKelvey and Page (1990), Hao and Houser
(2010) and Hossain and Okui (2013) suggest that risk-invariant scoring rules can be effective in eliciting
beliefs.
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Stage II consisted of two parts. In one part, subjects had the opportunity of
purchasing direct information signals on half of the guessing tasks. For each task, I
elicited subjects’ WTP for direct signals of both 70% and 90% accuracy using the BDM
procedure. Subjects stated WTPs between $0 and $10 for each signal and it was
determined randomly (50-50 chance) whether the 70% or the 90% signal would be
available for purchase. If the stated WTP was greater than or equal to the random BDM
price draw, the subject received a signal and was told to guess again.12 In the other part,
subjects had the opportunity of purchasing subjective information (the guess of
another subject) for the remaining tasks from Stage I, again using the BDM
procedure.13 Subjects had no information about a person whose guess they could
purchase besides the person’s confidence level on the task and the knowledge that the
person previously participated in the experiment at the conference. In addition, for
each task, subjects were asked to predict (without incentives for accurate prediction)
the probability that the other person’s guess was correct; subjects did this after seeing
the other person’s confidence level but before stating their WTP.
In Stage III, subjects completed a Holt and Laury (2002) set of choices between
lotteries. To eliminate possible wealth effects, subjects were paid according to one
decision randomly selected from the entire study.
I performed the experiments at the DOMAINfest and TRAFFIC domain name
conferences and the Cybernet Expo online adult conference in 2009. The
DOMAINfest and TRAFFIC conferences focused on domain names in general,
whereas the Cybernet Expo conference focused on ‘adult’ (i.e. sexually explicit)
internet business.14 At each conference, I set up a table with a briefcase full of cash on
it and a sign advertising an ‘economics experiment’. Businesspeople passed by the
table and, if interested, participated in the experiment. Across the three conferences,
there were 134 subjects.15 Significant care was taken to ensure that subjects understood
the experiment and I was present at experimental sessions to answer questions.
Subjects could take as much time as they needed to complete the experiment. Many
subjects took around 15–20 minutes, though some took 30 minutes or longer. The
experiment was performed using pen and paper. When signals were purchased, they

12

Two remarks are worth making about the BDM. First, the upper limit was chosen to be deliberately high.
Even though information should often only be worth several dollars to a rational player, subjects had the
option to pay up to $10. This conservative upper limit was chosen to avoid potentially ‘leading’ subjects into
stating low WTPs. Second, I used a left-triangular distribution instead of a uniform distribution for the
random price so that people would successfully purchase information more frequently (this does not affect
the incentive compatibility of the BDM). This allowed me to gather more data on how information is used.
13
Different people’s guesses were randomly selected for different subjective information purchasing
decisions (see online Appendix E for details).
14
At DOMAINfest and TRAFFIC, subjects guessed about domain name prices. At Cybernet Expo, subjects
guessed about prices for adult domain names and about quality (i.e. the number of incoming links) for adult
websites.
15
There are 134 subjects and 149 subject-records. Of the 134 subjects, there are 15 subjects with two
records per person. These subjects participated at two different conferences (both DOMAINfest and
TRAFFIC) or did different tasks at the same conference (Cybernet Expo). I allowed subjects to participate
again because they would have no superior information about the particular tasks (they faced different tasks
in their second round) and because doing so allowed me to collect more data. I present the results using all
the data and assuming clustering of the error terms with 149 clusters. I will often refer to this as clustering by
subject. All the main results are unchanged if I omit the 2nd round of participation for the 15 subjects with
two records per person.
© 2016 Royal Economic Society.
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were provided as an ‘M’ (‘M’ for ‘More’) or ‘L’ (‘L’ for ‘Less’) written on paper.
Subjects were paid immediately afterward in cash. Average earnings were around $23.16
The experiment provided no direct feedback to subjects on any guesses. (Of course,
the signals subjects purchased provided some indirect feedback.)
At the DOMAINfest conference (N = 39) in January 2009, there were 10 tasks:
subjects stated WTPs for direct signals on half the tasks and for subjective signals on the
other half. The experiment was completed in small groups of around 1–5 subjects.
Subjects were seated near one another but decisions were made privately.17 At the
TRAFFIC conference (N = 49) in April 2009 and at the Cybernet Expo conference
(N = 46) in June 2009, all experiments were administered individually to eliminate any
possible group effects. In addition, more tasks were used, thereby allowing more
precise measurement of each subject’s accuracy and average WTP. At the TRAFFIC
conference, 25 tasks were used and subjects stated WTPs for direct signals only. At the
Cybernet Expo conference, 20 tasks were used; subjects stated WTPs for direct signals
on half the tasks and for subjective signals on the other half. For additional details on
experimental procedure, see online Appendix E.
2.2. Industry Background
In the domain name industry, traders buy domain names generally for the purpose of
advertising or resale. For example, a domain trader will purchase a name like
UsedCarsNYC.com, and then place ads on the website and/or try to sell the name to a
car-related firm. In 2007, annual industry size was estimated at $2 billion (Goldman,
2007). Kesmodel (2008) reports that at least 10,000 people actively invested in domains
worldwide in 2007. Early entrants to the industry were sometimes able to register
valuable names directly for a small registration fee (Kesmodel, 2008). As good names
have become scarcer, they are often acquired through auctions and fixed price sales sites.
Predicting domain prices is difficult. Though prices are correlated with easily
observable factors such as length, word count and the popularity of phrases in search
engines (Hoffman, 2007), there are other more subtle factors important for valuation.
For example, a seemingly obscure name may be valuable if it is related in some way to
categories where advertisers pay high amounts per click (e.g. class-action lawsuits), as
may a name with multiple uses (e.g. a name with another meaning in a foreign
language). To provide information on domain values, there has emerged a domain
name appraisal subindustry, where traders pay to get the opinion of an appraisal expert
and/or proprietary computer valuation program. Although the experiment abstracts
from real-world domain markets in several ways, the general activities of making

16
Subject payment was decided after consultation with conference organisers in an effort to make
earnings salient for participants. For a subject taking 15–20 minutes to complete the experiment, average
earnings of $23 are equivalent to a rate of $69 to $92 per hour, or $138,000 to $184,000 per year (at
40 hours/week and 50 weeks/year). The median income for the subjects is $100,000 to $300,000, though I
only have income data for a small share of subjects.
17
The number of subjects per group at DOMAINfest reflected the number of conference-goers available
for the experiment at different points during the conference. Given that decisions were made privately, it
seems unlikely that having other subjects present would have affected behaviour. Moreover, the main results
on WTP are robust to excluding data from the DOMAINfest conference.
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predictions about domain values and purchasing information about domain values are
familiar to domain trader subjects.18
Turning to the online adult industry, adult websites represent a major segment within
domain trading and the internet in general. US online adult entertainment revenue
was $2.8 billion in 2006 (Edelman, 2009), and Ropelato (2006) estimated that around
12% of websites are pornographic. Online adult industry entrepreneurs often buy
domain names. Further, website quality is quite important in the online adult industry,
with website quality proxied in the study by the number of incoming links. For websites
in categories with fierce competition, understanding the quality of rival websites may
be particularly important. Thus, both experimental tasks have an important relation
to real-world work even if the experience of doing the tasks is not the same as in the
real-world. Online Appendix C gives further details related to the industries.
2.3. Summary Statistics
Background information was obtained for 96 subject-rounds. Table 1 shows summary
statistics. Forty-six per cent of subjects identify their occupation as industry investor or
entrepreneur. Forty-five per cent of subjects identify as industry professionals. While
they are likely much more familiar with domain prices or website quality than an
average person, industry professionals are not likely to make a living trading domains
or owning websites and are thus likely to be less experienced at the experimental tasks
than investors/entrepreneurs. The median subject is a white male college graduate
making $100,000 to $300,000 per year. About 17% of subjects used a domain appraisal
service.19

3. Results
The first result concerns overconfidence. Subjects showed significant overconfidence.
RESULT 1 (OVERCONFIDENCE). Internet businesspeople are significantly overconfident. Accuracy
and confidence are correlated: subjects who are more accurate guessers have higher average confidence
levels (though only modestly so) and subjects are more confident on easier tasks.
Subjects answered 62.4% of questions correctly but expressed average confidence of
77.0%. This difference is highly statistically significant, according to an individual-level
18
It should be noted that subjects are not experts at stating confidence levels using QSRs. The possibility
that the QSR may have failed in some way to capture beliefs is addressed in subsection 4.3.
19
For mainstream domain traders with more than five years of experience, the figure rises to about 1 in 3.
Professional appraisals represent an important tool used in researching domain values. One may, perhaps,
wonder why the purchase of appraisals is not ubiquitous. One possibility is that domain traders, in effect,
vertically integrate and perform the due diligence required for appraisals themselves. A second possibility is
that the appraisal market is simply mispriced-unless the domain purchase is very large, appraisal services are
cost prohibitive. Indeed, this second explanation is consistent with the survey results where over half of
subjects indicated that they would obtain a $400 appraisal on a $1 million domain. A third explanation is that
subjects underestimate the value of appraisal information. While the evidence is consistent with all three
explanations, a contribution of the experiment is to shed light on whether people may misperceive the value
of services like domain appraisals (separate from whether appraisals may be mispriced). Hoffman and
Morgan (2015) provide more background on the domain industry, as well as the online adult industry.
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Table 1
Summary Statistics
Variable
Investor/entrepreneur
Industry professional
Years involved with industry
High school or less
Some college
College
Graduate school
Total income <100k
Total income between 100k and 300k
Total income >300k
Asian
Black
Hispanic
White
Male
Have purchased a domain appraisal
Would spend $400 to purchase an appraisal
if buying a domain name worth around $1 million

Observations

Mean

SD

96
96
70
80
80
80
80
36
36
36
48
48
48
48
80
76
35

0.46
0.45
6.36
0.03
0.23
0.40
0.35
0.47
0.39
0.14
0.10
0.04
0.04
0.75
0.78
0.17
0.56

0.50
0.50
3.85
0.16
0.42
0.49
0.48
0.51
0.49
0.35
0.31
0.20
0.20
0.44
0.42
0.38
0.45

Notes. Survey data were obtained for 96 of 149 subject-rounds. All variables are binary except ‘Would spend
$400 to purchase an appraisal’ (where 0 = ‘Probably Not’, 0.5 = ‘Maybe’ and 1 = ‘Likely’) and ‘Years
involved with industry’.

two-sided Mann-Whitney test (z = 9.44, p < 0.01), my primary statistical test for binary
comparisons.20 These results confirm non-incentivised studies in psychology documenting overconfidence in experts (Wagenaar and Keren, 1986; Baumann et al., 1991;
McKenzie et al., 2008), doing so in a fully incentivised experiment. They also confirm
incentivised studies in economics using student subjects documenting overconfidence
in different contexts (Camerer and Lovallo, 1999; Hoelzl and Rustichini, 2005;
Ericson, 2011).21 Next, I observe the correlation between accuracy and confidence
across persons. As seen in Figure 1, business people who express higher average
confidence have higher average accuracy. Further, as seen in Figure 2, the particular
domain names and websites on which businesspeople have high confidence levels are
the ones for which they are more accurate. These correlations suggest that subjects
express confidence levels in a meaningful way, expressing higher confidence on easier
tasks and when they are more skilful. It should be noted, however, that the withinperson correlation of confidence and accuracy in Figure 1 is fairly weak, with the
estimated slope of 0.17 substantially <1; that is, subjects who express higher confidence
are only slightly more accurate on average.
20
Accuracy is also highly significantly different from 50%, or the expected accuracy under random chance
(t = 12.63, p < 0.01, subject-level t-test, two-sided p-value). Overconfidence is present both in mainstream
domain traders, who are overconfident by 15 percentage points (confidence differs from accuracy with
z = 8.19, p < 0.01), and in adult segment internet businesspeople, who are overconfident by 13 percentage
points (z = 4.91, p < 0.01). The difference in overconfidence between mainstream and adult segment
businesspeople is not significant (p = 0.40). Unless otherwise indicated, the tests reported are individuallevel two-sided Mann-Whitney tests.
21
Several recent incentivised experiments in economics argue that overconfidence is not always robust
(Cesarini et al., 2006; Benoit et al., 2008; Blavatskyy, 2009). However, Cesarini et al. (2006) and Benoit et al.
(2008) do not focus on absolute overconfidence, as this article does.
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1.0

Accuracy

0.8

0.6

0.4
0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Confidence
Accuracy = 0.50(0.07) + 0.17(0.09) × Confidence
45 Degree Line
Fig. 1. Confidence and Accuracy Across Subjects
Notes. Each dot represents the average confidence and accuracy per subject. The solid line is
based on an unweighted subject-level regression of average accuracy on average confidence. The
dotted line is the 45-degree line. Individuals who participated twice are counted separately (one
dot per round). The data are from Stage I of the experiment.

I compare the behaviour of subjects identifying as investors or entrepreneurs
(N = 44) versus other subjects (N = 52). Investors and entrepreneurs had an accuracy
of 66% and were overconfident by 20% (11 percentage points) compared to other
industry members who had an accuracy of 61% and were overconfident by 30% (16
percentage points). Thus, investors and entrepreneurs are more accurate (z = 2.01,
p = 0.04) and less overconfident (z = 1.87, p = 0.06) than other industry members,
though the differences hover around statistical significance.22
While subjects are overconfident, what are their views about the accuracy of others?
Do they believe that other subjects are overconfident? This question is important in
understanding how businesspeople value obtaining other people’s guesses.
RESULT 2 (BELIEFS ABOUT OTHER PEOPLE’S OVERCONFIDENCE). When given the confidence
level of another paired subject and asked to predict their accuracy, internet businesspeople recognise
that other subjects tend to be overconfident.
In deciding their WTP for a subjective signal (from another subject), subjects were
presented with that paired subject’s confidence level, and were asked to predict the
22
Whether someone is an investor or entrepreneur may be viewed as a measure of industry expertise. The
other subjects are comprised of 43 ‘industry professionals’ (i.e. people who work in the two industries but who are
not investors/entrepreneurs) and 9 subjects identifying as ‘other’. The ‘other’ category is other individuals at the
conferences who likely work in related fields. Excluding subjects from the other group, the differences between
investors/entrepreneurs and industry professionals is slightly more pronounced. Investors/entrepreneurs are
more accurate (z = 2.27, p = 0.02) and are less overconfident (z = 2.13, p = 0.03).
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1.0

Accuracy

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0.70

0.75

0.80

0.85

0.90

Confidence
Fitted Values: Accuracy = –0.74(0.37) + 1.78(0.47) × Confidence
Fig. 2. Confidence and Accuracy Across Tasks
Notes. Each dot represents the average confidence and accuracy per task. The drawn line is based
on an unweighted task-level regression of average accuracy on average confidence. The data are
from Stage I of the experiment.

paired subject’s accuracy on that task. The average belief businesspeople have about
other subjects’ accuracy is 68%, whereas other subjects’ average stated confidence for
these situations is 78%. Thus, subjects believe that others are overconfident by about 10
percentage points, and in actuality subjects are overconfident by about 14 percentage
points. About 55% of the time, subjects believe that the other subject’s accuracy is less
than their confidence. About 26% of the time, subjects believe that the other subject’s
accuracy is more than their confidence and, 19% of the time, subjects take the other
subject’s guess at face value.23
Thus, though subjects are themselves significantly overconfident, they are able to
recognise that other businesspeople are overconfident (though they slightly underestimate the degree of other people’s overconfidence).24 This result is consistent with a
large literature in psychology on the ‘blind spot bias’, where subjects believe
behavioural biases to be stronger in others than in themselves (Ehrlinger et al.,
2005; Pronin and Kugler, 2007; Pronin et al., 2007).
R ESULT 3 (C OMPARATIVE S TATICS ON THE D EMAND FOR I NFORMATION ).The demand for
information increases as subject confidence decreases and as signal accuracy increases, as
predicted qualitatively by theory. However, the magnitudes of these comparative statics are less
23
For Result 2, I drop subjects from the TRAFFIC conference (since no signals from other subjects were
sold at TRAFFIC). The phrase ‘about 10 percentage points’ reflects the difference between two rounded
numbers; it is 9.1 percentage points when confidence and accuracy are not rounded.
24
The difference between predicted accuracy and other subject’s confidence is highly significant
(z = 4.51, p < 0.01). Predicted accuracy is also significantly higher than the other subjects’ true accuracy
(z = 2.47, p = 0.01).
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than the theoretical ones. I fail to reject the null hypothesis that, other things held equal, subjects
value subjective and direct information the same.
The relationship between confidence and WTP, and between empirical accuracy and
WTP, are shown in Figures 3 and 4. In these Figures, I plot a non-parametric Fan
regression (Fan, 1992) of WTP on confidence or empirical accuracy, with an
observation being a person-task. An Epanechnikov kernel (Li and Racine, 2007) is
used. Actual WTP tends to slope downward somewhat, meaning that subjects pay less
when they are more confident or more accurate.
To examine these relationships more closely, I consider OLS regressions of the
form:
yin ¼ b0 þ b1 rin þ b2 cin þ b3 SUBJin þ b4 p^i þ fn þ in ;
where yin is WTP for a signal by person i on task n, r is the signal accuracy, c is
confidence, SUBJ is a dummy for whether the signal is a subjective signal (the guess of
another person), p^i is a person’s empirical accuracy on all tasks, fn is a task fixed effect
(i.e. fixed effects for every domain name or website guessed about) and in is an error.
The task fixed effects also soak up any conference-specific effects (tasks were not
reused across conferences). When the empirical accuracy measure is omitted, subject
fixed effects can also be included. Signal accuracy is 70% or 90% for direct signals and
is a subject’s estimate of the other person’s accuracy for subjective signals.
70% Signal

8

6

6

WTP

WTP

90% Signal

8

4

2

4

2

0

0
0.5

0.6

0.7
0.8
Confidence

95% CI
Optimal WTP

0.9

1.0

Actual WTP

0.5

0.6

0.7
0.8
Confidence

95% CI
Optimal WTP

0.9

1.0

Actual WTP

Fig. 3. Actual Willingness to Pay (WTP) and Optimal WTP Given Beliefs
Notes. Actual WTP is plotted using a locally weighted Fan regression with an Epanechnikov kernel
(bandwidth = 0.25). The 95% confidence intervals account for clustering by subject and are
calculated using 50 bootstrap replications. Optimal WTP given beliefs is 20ðr  cin Þ  1ðr [ cin Þ
where r is signal accuracy and cin is subject i’s confidence on task n.
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4

4

2

2

0

0
0.4

0.6
0.8
Empirical Accuracy
95% CI
Optimal WTP

1.0

Actual WTP

0.4

0.6
0.8
Empirical Accuracy

95% CI
Optimal WTP

1.0

Actual WTP

Fig. 4. Actual Willingness to Pay (WTP) and Optimal WTP Given Empirical Accuracy
Notes. Actual WTP is plotted using a locally weighted Fan regression with an Epanechnikov kernel
(bandwidth = 0.30). The 95% confidence intervals account for clustering by subject and are
calculated using 50 bootstrap replications. Optimal WTP is 20ðr  p^i Þ  1ðr [ p^i Þ where r is
signal accuracy and p^i is subject i’s empirical accuracy. Empirical accuracy is a subject’s share of
tasks guessed correctly in Stage I of the experiment.

Table 2 shows that WTP increases in signal accuracy and decreases in confidence. For
example, column 1 indicates that increasing the signal accuracy by 10 percentage points
is associated with a $0.38 increase in WTP. Column 2 adds subject fixed effects. Within
each person, increasing signal accuracy and decreasing confidence is associated with an
increase in WTP. In column 3, WTP decreases in empirical accuracy but the relation is not
statistically significant. Interestingly, conditional on signal accuracy (which is objective for
computer signals and subjective for subjective signals), there is no evidence that subjects
value subjective information differently from computer-generated information.
In computing the value of information given beliefs (discussed further in Result 6),
differences in signal accuracy and confidence will only affect the value of information
when the signal accuracy is greater than confidence. Thus, I also consider the following
regression:
yin ¼ b0 þ b1a rin 1ðrin  cin Þ þ b1b rin 1ðrin \cin Þ þ b2a cin 1ðrin  cin Þ
þ b2b cin 1ðrin \cin Þ þ b3 SUBJin þ b4 p^i þ fn þ in :
Theory predicts b1a ¼ 20, b1b ¼ 0, b2a ¼ 20, and b2b ¼ 0. As seen in column (4),
the estimated coefficients are 5.1, 1.8, 3.5, and 0.6. These estimates are consistent
with theory on a very broad, qualitative level. Using a two-sided t-test, I reject the null
hypothesis that the impact of signal accuracy does not depend on whether signal
c
accuracy is greater than or equal to confidence ðbc
1a 6¼ b1b ; p \ 0:01Þ and I reject that
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Table 2
Determinants of the Willingness to Pay for Information, OLS Regressions
Sample
Signal accuracy
Confidence (about
own accuracy)
Empirical accuracy

All
(1)

All
(2)

3.758***
(0.465)
2.886***
(0.849)

3.575***
(0.448)
2.693***
(0.469)

Subjective information
dummy
Signal accuracy 9
(signal acc ≥ conf)
Signal Accuracy 9
(signal acc < conf)
Confidence 9
(signal acc ≥ conf)
Confidence 9
(signal acc < conf)
Subject fixed effects
Observations
R2

No
4,809
0.10

Yes
4,809
0.57

All
(3)
3.786***
(0.496)
2.862***
(0.865)
0.647
(1.571)
0.030
(0.202)

No
4,809
0.10

All
(4)

0.716
(1.574)
0.043
(0.211)
5.108***
(0.992)
1.787***
(0.614)
3.455**
(1.348)
0.571
(0.728)
No
4,809
0.10

Direct signals
(5)

0.822
(1.811)
5.340***
(0.806)
3.331***
(0.643)
2.751**
(1.365)
1.372*
(0.777)
No
4,110
0.13

Notes. Standard errors clustered by subject in parentheses (149 clusters). Each column is a regression. The
dependent variable is WTP for information in dollars. An observation is a subject-task. Task fixed effects (i.e.
fixed effects for every domain name or website guessed about in the experiments) are included in all
regressions. Subject fixed effects cannot be included for columns (3)–(5) because empirical accuracy is
measured at the subject level, and is not measured separately for each subject-task. Empirical accuracy is a
subject’s share of tasks guessed correctly in Stage I of the experiment. Columns (1)–(4) analyse all payment
decisions whereas column (5) is restricted to direct signals. For subjective signals, ‘Signal accuracy’ is a
subject’s perception of the paired subject’s accuracy on that task. For the computer-generated (or ‘direct
signals’), signal accuracy is 70% or 90%. *Significant at 10%; **significant at 5%; ***significant at 1%.

the impact of confidence does not depend on whether signal accuracy is higher
c
c
c
ðbc
2a 6¼ b2b ; p ¼ 0:01Þ. However, the estimates, b1a and b2a , are far less in magnitude
than predicted by theory. In column (5), I restrict to direct signals only, and get fairly
c
similar results to column (4). However, the difference between bc
1a and b1b is smaller,
and the difference between bc and bc is no longer statistically significant (p = 0.21).
2a

2b

See online Appendix C for further discussion.
While Result 3 focuses on comparative statics of actual WTP, Result 4 compares
actual WTP to optimal WTP.
R ESULT 4 (O VERALL O PTIMALITY OF D EMAND FOR I NFORMATION ). Subjects underpay for
information of high value, but overpay for information when the value of information is low.
Averaged across all tasks in the experiment, internet businesspeople underpay for information.
Figure 4 illustrates the main finding of the article: subjects underpay when
information is valuable but overpay when information is less valuable. Following
Section 1, the optimal WTP for information by person i for task n is given by
bin ¼ kðr  pin Þ  1ðr [ pin Þ where pin is i’s true accuracy on n. To implement this
empirically, I instead use bin ¼ kðr  p^i Þ  1ðr [ p^i Þ, where p^i is the share of tasks
© 2016 Royal Economic Society.
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answered correctly by person i in Stage I. Note that the formula here for optimal WTP
uses p to mean accuracy (instead of confidence as in Section 1) so as to analyse optimal
WTP relative to a ‘rational benchmark’. I analyse optimal WTP given beliefs later in
Result 6. For both the 70% and 90% signals, the dotted line of actual WTP lies below
the solid line of optimal WTP at lower levels of empirical accuracy (underpayment) but
lies above optimal WTP at higher levels of empirical accuracy (overpayment). The
actual WTP line is relatively flat with respect to empirical accuracy. Online
Appendix Figure D4 shows the same result using a simple comparison of means for
confidence and accuracy levels in different ‘bins’ (i.e. average WTP when confidence is
between 50% and 59%; average WTP when confidence is between 60% and 69% etc.).
Why is WTP so flat with respect to empirical accuracy? One explanation is
overconfidence. People are likely to be overconfident if tasks are difficult (i.e. if their
accuracy is low) and underconfident if tasks are easy (i.e. if their accuracy is high)
(Moore and Healy, 2008); I find this in Figure 2 as well. This could cause people to
underpay for valuable signals and overpay for less valuable signals. However, as is
shown in Result 6, the relationship between WTP and beliefs is also too flat, suggesting
that overconfidence is not the entire story.
A second explanation is a combination of conservatism and base rate neglect.
Conservatism is the psychological bias where people do not update their beliefs to the
extent of a rational decision-maker after receiving information, with beliefs biased
toward the prior (Edwards, 1968).25 If subjects anticipate not updating to the extent
that a Bayesian would after receiving information, this would make information less
valuable for them. For example, if a risk-neutral subject has a 60% accurate prior, a 90%
signal should be worth $20 9 (0.9  0.6) = $6. However, if the subject anticipates that
they will not fully update after receiving the signal, for example, that they will only
update to the extent that a rational person would after receiving a 70% signal, then
their WTP will only be $2. Base rate neglect is people’s tendency to underweight their
priors (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974). For example, if a subject with a 60% prior
anticipated suffering from complete base rate neglect, they would be willing to pay $8
for a 90% accurate signal instead of $6. Combined together, conservatism and base rate
neglect could lead to underpayment for valuable signals and overpayment for less
valuable signals.26 I return to this point again in subsection 4.2.27
25
For some recent evidence on conservatism, see, for example, Huck and Weizsacker (2002); Eil and Rao
(2011) and Mobius et al. (2014).
26
For example, consider a risk-neutral subject deciding to purchase a 90% accurate signal. Due to forecast
conservative updating, assume that it is as if the signal will only have accuracy of 70% for him. However, due
to base rate neglect, assume that no matter what his accuracy is, it is as if his prior accuracy is only 50%. Thus,
assuming no noise in WTP elicitation, his WTP will be $4 no matter his accuracy. When the subject has
accuracy of 50–70% (i.e. when the signal is highly informative), he underpays for information relative to the
rational benchmark. And when he has accuracy of 70–100% (i.e. when the signal is less valuable), he overpays
for information.
27
An additional possible explanation for the flat relationship between empirical accuracy and WTP is mismeasurement of empirical accuracy, which may occur due to the fact that empirical accuracy is measured
using a finite number of tasks per subject. To examine this explanation, I exploit the fact that different
subjects faced differing numbers of tasks (10, 20 or 25). Repeating column (3) of Table 2 separately for
subjects with 10, 20 or 25 tasks, the relationship between empirical accuracy and WTP is quite flat regardless
of whether there are 10, 20 or 25 tasks per person. This suggests that mis-measurement of empirical accuracy
seems unlikely to be the sole driver of observed flatness between empirical accuracy and WTP. I cannot rule
out, though, that measurement error is a contributing factor. See also online Appendix C.
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The data can also be used to estimate the degree of overpayment (or underpayment)
averaging over all the tasks in the experiment. Before beginning this exercise, it is
important to emphasise that the answer may be shaped by which tasks were chosen –
had I chosen harder or easier tasks, the answer might be quite different. With this
caveat in mind, I examine the following equation:

yin
¼ bin þ h þ in ;

(2)

where bin ¼ kðr  p^i Þ  1ðr [ p^i Þ is the optimal WTP of person i for information
about task n (a particular domain name or website), h is a systematic taste for

information, yin
is the amount i spends on information about n in a world where the
amount spent is unconstrained and e is a normally-distributed error. The goal is to test
the null hypothesis that h = 0.
In the experiment, WTP is constrained to lie between $0 and $10. In cases where
optimal WTP is near zero, failing to correct for this constraint may introduce bias.28 To
correct for this, define y ¼ 1ð0  y   10Þ  y þ 1ðy  [ 10Þ  10. Then, the
equation of interest is: yin ¼ bin þ h þ in , where I estimate to control for censoring.
Substituting in for bin , the equation of interest is:
yin  kðr  p^i Þ  1ðr [ p^i Þ ¼ h þ in :

(3)

To estimate (3), I first use OLS. However, OLS may suffer from bias, with the direction
of bias determined by whether there are more subjects censored from below (this will
bias up the estimate) or from above (this will bias down the estimate). My preferred
specification is maximum likelihood ‘tobit’, controlling for censoring on the left-hand
side at bin and on the right-hand side at 10  bin . (More specifically, it is a censored
normal regression, as it slightly generalises the basic tobit by allowing the censoring
point to vary by observation but I refer to it as ‘tobit’.)
Panel (a) of Table 3 shows results estimating under or over-payment in relation to the
baseline case of no overconfidence and no misusage. The numbers in the Table
represent the amount of overpayment (negative numbers represent underpayment),
assuming subjects are risk-neutral. In simple OLS regressions, averaged over all tasks,
subjects underpay for 70%, 90%, and subjective signals. Under tobit regressions, the
coefficients increase in magnitude (more underpayment), reflecting the many
instances where subjects are not willing to pay anything for information.
Online Appendix Table D2 relaxes the assumption of risk neutrality, with results
qualitatively similar to those in Table 3. I estimate (3), but use the value of
information under risk aversion (as in (1)). Subjects are assigned a coefficient of risk
aversion corresponding to the number of safe choices they selected in the Holt and
Laury (2002) task. Controlling for risk aversion, the magnitudes of average
underpayment are slightly lower. Online Appendix C gives additional robustness
checks and discussion.

28
To see why, consider the case where the optimal WTP on all tasks is zero because subjects are very skilful.
Assume also that subjects’ true demand for information is on average rational but that on each task subjects
state their WTP with a zero-mean error. In this case, the average measured WTP will be positive (some people
will state positive WTPs and some will state a WTP of zero but it will be impossible to observe negative WTPs),
even though the optimal WTP is zero and subjects are rational.
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R ESULT 5 (I NFORMATION U SAGE ). Subjects often pay for information they do not use.
A rational subject should first assess whether the signal is more accurate than her
prior, and if so, purchase the information with a plan to use it. However, when my
subjects obtained information that was different from their original guess, 34% of the
time they did not follow the new information (101/301 times), which is highly
significantly different from the rational benchmark of zero misusage (t = 12.3,
p < 0.01, subject-task-level t-test). The rate of not using purchased information is
lowest for the 90% accurate signals (20%, 25/127), and higher for the 70% accurate
signals (38%, 44/116) and subjective signals (55%, 32/58). Thus, subjects are least
likely to misuse the most accurate information, the 90% signals, and most likely to
misuse the information they perceive as least accurate, the subjective signals (recall
from Result 2 that subjects believe that other subjects are 68% accurate on average).29
A question of interest is whether overconfidence and misusage are correlated
within subjects. That is, are subjects who exhibit one type of behaviourial bias more
likely to exhibit another one? Online Appendix Figure D5 compares rates of
overconfidence and misusage within subject. The line of best fit has a positive slope
of 0.27 (standard error of 0.29), implying that moving from a subject who is wellcalibrated to one that is overconfident by 10 percentage points is associated with an
increase in misusage of 2.7 percentage points. The correlation, however, is not
statistically significant.30
Another question is whether misusage declines with industry expertise. The answer is
no. Among full-time traders or entrepreneurs, the subject-level misusage rate is 36%
compared to 28% for others in the industry but this difference is insignificant
(p = 0.40 in a Mann-Whitney test).
One way to think about information misusage is as another manifestation of belief
conservatism. By misusing information and sticking with their original guess, my
subjects are fully ignoring the information they receive. Given the observed rates of
information misusage, I now turn to whether subjects’ demand for information is
optimal given this misusage.

29
One reaction to the evidence that subjects misuse information about one-third of the time is that this
may reflect subjects not understanding the experiment. If this were true, misusage should be a random
event and rates of misusage should be uncorrelated with signal accuracy. However, this is not the case.
Misusage is least common for the 90% signals, more common for the 70% signals, and most common for
the subjective signals, which are the least accurate (recall that subjects’ overall accuracy was about 62%).
Instead, the evidence is consistent with data from many economics experiments where mostly rational
agents sometimes make mistakes but are more likely to make less costly mistakes. Ignoring a 90% accurate
signal is more costly than ignoring a 70% accurate signal (or ignoring a subjective one from a population
whose accuracy is about 62%) and subjects do it less often. In addition, it should be noted that the optimal
strategy of always using the purchased information over one’s prior signal may be somewhat counterintuitive.
30
The lack of significance arises in part because of a reduced sample size, as over 35% of subjects never
receive a signal that is different from one of their guesses and thus do not have a well-defined rate of
misusage. The evidence that overconfidence and misusage are correlated is thus merely suggestive (at best).
Online Appendix Figure D5 also shows that there is substantial heterogeneity in misusage rates across
subjects. Some subjects sometimes misuse information, some never misuse information, and some always
misuse information. Significant heterogeneity remains even if one restricts to subjects who received a signal
different from their guess multiple times.
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0.157
(0.165)
2,073

0.558***
(0.161)
2,057

0.580***
(0.198)
2,073

X
39
55
18

NA
NA
NA

0.379
(0.304)
2,057

1.147***
(0.342)
2,073

0.798**
(0.329)
2,057

2.071***
(0.394)
2,073

(2)

NA

65

18

0.015
(0.215)
2,053
X

2.086***
(0.238)
2,069

0.582**
(0.231)
2,053

3.200***
(0.259)
2,069

(3)

24

72

X
41

1.036***
(0.340)
2,053

3.078***
(0.372)
2,069

1.762***
(0.365)
2,053

4.270***
(0.397)
2,069

(4)

90% direct signals

NA

NA

NA

1.278***
(0.240)
699
X

0.523**
(0.249)
706

0.722***
(0.256)
699

0.974***
(0.316)
706

(5)

2

30

X
28

0.052
(0.437)
699

0.857*
(0.479)
706

0.809
(0.496)
699

2.871***
(0.650)
706

(6)

Subjective signals
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Notes. The Table reports regressions of overpayment for information in dollars on a constant, where overpayment is actual payment minus the different optimal
payments discussed in the text. A positive estimate reflects overpayment and a negative estimate reflects underpayment. An observation is a subject-task. Standard
errors clustered by ‘subject’ in parentheses. Individuals with data for two different rounds are counted as two different subjects for clustering purposes. There are
149 clusters for columns (1)–(4) and 89 clusters in columns (5)–(6). All regressions are done under the assumption of risk neutrality. In columns marked ‘Tobit
MLE’, I perform censored normal regressions (using ‘cnreg’ in Stata) that generalise the basic tobit model by allowing the censoring point to vary by observation.
Since actual WTP has censoring points of 0 and 10, overpayment will have censoring points at b and 10  b, where b is optimal WTP. *Significant at 10%;
**significant at 5%; ***significant at 1%.

Observations
OLS
Tobit MLE, censoring of WTP at 0 and 10
% Underpayment remaining after controlling for
overconfidence
% Underpayment remaining after controlling for
misusage
% Underpayment remaining after controlling for
overconf & misusage

0.860***
(0.151)
2,057
X

Panel (d): overpayment given beliefs and given misusage
Overpayment (in $)

Observations

Panel (c): overpayment given misusage
Overpayment (in $)

Observations

Panel (b): overpayment given beliefs
Overpayment (in $)

Observations

Panel (a): rational benchmark
Overpayment (in $)

(1)

70% direct signals

Table 3
Average Overpayment for Information
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R ESULT 6 (O PTIMALITY OF D EMAND FOR I NFORMATION G IVEN S UBJECTS ’ B ELIEFS AND
I NFORMATION U SAGE ).Taking subject beliefs as given, subjects underpay for information when it
is valuable, but overpay when it is less valuable, as in the baseline. The same pattern also holds
taking information misusage rates as given. Averaged across all tasks in the experiment, subjects
tend to underpay for information either taking beliefs as given or taking information misusage
rates as given.
Besides examining optimal information acquisition relative to the rational baseline,
optimal acquisition can also be examined given subject overconfidence or given
subjects’ tendency to misuse information. Consider a subject who is 60% accurate and
75% confident about their performance on a task. For a 90% signal, the subject should
have WTP of $6 relative to the rational baseline ($6 = (0.9  0.6) 9 $20) and should
have WTP of $3 given their overconfidence ($3 = (0.9  0.75) 9 $20).
Figure 3 shows a slight variant of the paper’s main finding: subjects underpay for
valuable information and overpay for less valuable information, as in Result 4, but here,
taking subject beliefs as given (i.e. basing the value of information on confidence
instead of accuracy). Letting c be the subject’s confidence, the optimal WTP for
information on task n given subject i’s beliefs is bin ¼ kðr  cin Þ  1ðr [ cin Þ. In
Figure 3, actual WTP lies below optimal WTP at low confidence levels (underpayment),
but lies above optimal WTP at high confidence levels (overpayment).
Online Appendix Figure D6 shows that a similar pattern also holds, taking misusage
rates as given. The optimal WTP for information given actual information usage can be
written as bin ¼ kð^
ri  p^i Þ  1ð^
ri [ p^i Þ where r^i is the subject’s empirical accuracy after
receiving information. The disadvantage of using bin in this form is that subjects may
receive information on zero or a small number of tasks, depending on how much they
are willing to pay and on the random numbers from the BDM. Instead, I measure
optimal WTP for information given usage with bin ¼ ð1  mÞkðr  p^i Þ  1ðr [ p^i Þ
where m is the observed rate of misusing information, that is, of choosing to stick with
one’s initial guess when the signal contradicts one’s guess. Because many subjects do
not receive information that contradicts one of their guesses, I measure m using the
overall rate of misusage among all subjects for a given signal type (e.g. to calculate
optimal WTP for 70% direct signals, I use the misusage rate among all subjects on 70%
direct signals). Online Appendix Figure D6 shows underpayment for highly informative signals and overpayment for less valuable signals.
Averaging over all tasks in the experiment, the data can also be used to estimate
average over or underpayment conditional on subject beliefs. To estimate overpayment
for information, I use the following equation, again estimated with a tobit procedure:
yin  kðr  cin Þ  1ðr [ cin Þ ¼ h þ in :

(4)

By estimating both (3) and (4), I attempt to disentangle the share of underpayment
remaining after controlling for overconfidence. Equation (3) measures average total
underpayment. Equation (4) measures average underpayment, given subject beliefs.
The percentage of underpayment remaining after controlling for overconfidence is
just the ratio between the two estimates of underpayment: ^h4 =^h3 . ^h3 and ^h4 denote
estimated overpayment for information in (3) and (4), respectively. A similar
© 2016 Royal Economic Society.
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methodology can be used to measure the share of underpayment remaining after
controlling for information misusage.31
Results on the optimality of the demand for information given beliefs are shown in
panel (b) of Table 3. Once censoring is accounted for, subjects underpay on average
for all three types of signals, though it is not statistically different from zero for
subjective signals. Further discussion on these results is given in online Appendix B.1.
Panel (c) of Table 3 shows estimates of the amount of average overpayment given how
subjects actually use information. Once a censoring correction is applied, subjects
underpay on average for all three types of information. Panel (d) of Table 3 shows
estimates of the amount of average overpayment given subject beliefs and given how
subjects actually use information. In the specifications controlling for censoring, only
the average underpayment for 90% signals remains statistically significant.
Finally, as I discuss in online Appendix B.2, there is substantial heterogeneity in the
demand for information across subjects.

4. Discussion
I find that people underpay for information when it is valuable and overpay when it is
less valuable. First, I discuss the relationship of this finding to the literature. Second, I
flesh out how conservatism and base rate neglect could lead to my results. Third, I
discuss additional alternative explanations beyond overconfidence, misusage, conservatism and base rate neglect. These additional alternative explanations seem less
successful at fully explaining the results.
4.1. Relation to Other Literature on Optimal Information Acquisition
As discussed in the introduction, there are a few other papers on optimal information
acquisition, several of which suggest that subjects may purchase ‘too much’ information. Kubler and Weizsacker (2004) and Kraemer et al. (2006) show in herding
experiments that many agents over-acquire costly signals (relative to what should occur
in equilibrium). Eliaz and Schotter (2010) show that agents sometimes purchase
information with no instrumental value in a simple guessing task.
Given that these experiments involve situations where information often has little or
no instrumental value, these experiments are fully consistent with my main result, that
subjects underpay for information when it is relatively valuable and overpay when it is
less valuable. In my study too, I also find that subjects pay positive amounts for
information with low value. However, in my study, I observe information acquisition
across a wide range of tasks and situations, and find that subjects underpay when
information is valuable.

31

Incorporating misusage into the value of information, the relevant regression equation is then:
yin  ð1  mÞkðr  p^i Þ  1ðr [ p^i Þ ¼ h þ in :

(5)

The share of underpayment remaining after controlling for information misusage is h^5 =h^3 . I use the phrase
‘controlling for information misusage’ or ‘controlling for overconfidence’ in the sense of adjusting optimal
WTP to account for misusage or overconfidence. This is not ‘controlling for’ as in a regression.
© 2016 Royal Economic Society.
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There are a couple other possibilities that could explain differences between our
results. A first possibility, in relation to Kubler and Weizsacker (2004) and Kraemer
et al. (2006), concerns beliefs about others versus optimality of the demand for
information. In these experiments, I might pay for information either:
(i) because I overvalue information, e.g., I value it for non-instrumental reasons;
or
(ii) because I am concerned that the subjects moving before me may not have
behaved optimally.
It may be possible that subjects do not overvalue information but that (ii) holds.
A second possibility, in relation to Eliaz and Schotter (2010), concerns the nature of
expertise. Eliaz and Schotter (2010) argue that their student subjects are acquiring
information in the experiment for its psychic value. One reason I obtain different
results could be that experts may not need information for its psychic value (e.g. to
confirm that one is right in order to feel good about oneself). It might be possible
that experts are averse to receiving information that could contravene their self-image
(as I discuss in my ‘ego utility’ alternative explanation below).
4.2. Conservatism and Base Rate Neglect
As discussed in Section 3, conservatism and base rate neglect can help explain why
WTP is relatively flat with respect to accuracy and confidence. How much
conservatism and base rate neglect would you need to explain my results? For this,
I use a simple parameterisation of conservatism and base rate neglect based on
Grether (1980).
Base rate neglect is the tendency to ignore one’s prior. In a binary model, ignoring
one’s prior means acting as if one had a 50/50 prior. Base rate neglect is parameterised
using b 2 [0, 1], where prior accuracy, p, is replaced by p 0 , with p 0 =ð1  p 0 Þ ¼
½p=ð1  pÞb . The closer b is to 0, the greater the level of base rate neglect. In my
context, conservatism can be thought of as not believing that the signal is as accurate as
it actually is. Conservatism is parameterised using a 2 [0, 1], where actual signal
accuracy, r, is replaced by r 0 , with r 0 =ð1  r 0 Þ ¼ ½r =ð1  r Þa . The closer a is to 0, the
greater the level of conservatism. The value of information is then defined by
kðr 0  p 0 Þ  1ðr 0  p 0 [ 0Þ. I estimate a and b using non-linear least squares,
minimising the squared distance between actual WTP and optimal WTP. (For cases
where r = 1 or p = 1, the ratios r/(1  r) and p/(1  p) are not well-defined; in these
cases, I assume that r 0 ¼ 1 or p 0 ¼ 1. Estimates are qualitatively similar and slightly
smaller if I drop observations with r = 1 or p = 1.)
My main finding is you seem to need ‘a lot’ of conservatism and base rate neglect
(relative to estimates in the literature) to rationalise the results. Using subjective beliefs
for the prior (i.e. relative to observed overconfidence), I estimate that a = 0.32
(SE = 0.03) and b = 0.09 (SE = 0.03). As seen in online Appendix Figure D8, the
model with conservatism and base rate neglect (the solid line) can reasonably well
approximate the relationship between beliefs and WTP, assuming the estimated
parameters. However, to match the observed patterns in the data, a substantial amount
of conservatism and base rate neglect would be required. To give a sense of
© 2016 Royal Economic Society.
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magnitudes, a = 0.32 implies that a signal accuracy of 0.9 is regarded for information
acquisition purposes as having a signal accuracy of r 0 ¼ 0:67. Further, b = 0.09 means
that a true prior of p = 0.77 is regarded for information acquisition purposes as a prior
of p 0 ¼ 0:53.
As detailed in online Appendix A, my estimates of conservatism and base rate neglect
are large relative to those in the experimental literature on belief updating. I interpret
this as evidence that conservatism and base rate neglect are unlikely to fully explain
behaviour in my experiment.
4.3. Additional Alternative Explanations for Main Findings
4.3.1. Ego utility
One potential alternative explanation is ego utility. Experts may value feeling that they
are experts on the subject, and may be averse to receiving a signal that could contradict
their expertise. This seems especially so given that purchased signals were the main
source of feedback in the experiment. That subjects are able to recognise that other
subjects tend to be overconfident is consistent with an ego utility explanation. One
difficulty with ego utility as a full explanation of underpayment for highly informative
signals is that, if greater expertise leads subjects to become more averse to receiving
contradictory information, one would expect that greater expertise would lower the
demand for information. Online Appendix Table D1 contains correlates of overpayment for information, which show that this is not the case – subjects who declared their
primary occupation as internet investor/entrepreneur (and who may have greater
expertise than other subjects) do not suffer from greater underpayment for
information. In fact, the coefficients point more in the opposite direction. However,
this is only one test with a coarse measure of expertise, so one cannot rule out that ego
utility may be important.
Ego utility thus provides a leading alternative explanation for one-half of my main
result, that subjects underpay for highly valuable signals. It is not clear, however, how
ego utility could help explain the other half, that subjects overpay for less valuable
signals.
4.3.2. Loss aversion
I showed that incorporating risk aversion into the value of information has little effect
on the Table 3 results, but what about loss aversion? Suppose the agent has a simple
kinked utility function U(x,e) = (x  e) 9 1(x ≥ e)  L 9 (e  x) 9 1(x < e), where
the subject’s $10 endowment (e = 10) is her reference point and L ≥ 1 is a constant
indicating the agent’s degree of loss aversion. In this case, the optimal WTP for
information is b = k(r  p)/[r + (1  r)L] 9 1(r > p). Although I did not measure a
subject’s degree of loss aversion during the experiment, I can assume some degree of
loss aversion and see if/how my results change. In online Appendix Table D4, I reestimate Table 3 assuming that L = 3. The estimates change somewhat (with less
average underpayment), but the estimates are generally qualitatively similar. Thus, even
if it is assumed that subjects are significantly loss averse, feeling a dollar ‘lost’ three times
more than a dollar ‘gained’, this cannot explain away the Table 3 results.
© 2016 Royal Economic Society.
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4.3.3. Failure of the quadratic scoring rule
Another possibility is that the experiment could have failed to accurately elicit beliefs
using the risk-invariant QSR. To guard against this possibility, significant care was taken
to ensure that subjects understood the QSR. The instructions stated in bold that it was
optimal for subjects to list their true guesses and confidence levels, and the author was
on-hand to answer questions. One rough piece of evidence that subjects took the belief
elicitation seriously (beyond the evidence in Result 1 above) is that there is a good deal
of within-subject variation in confidence levels. For each subject, I calculated the
standard deviation of confidence across tasks, and the average of these standard
deviations is about 12%. Moreover, to the extent that the QSR failed in some way to
elicit beliefs, this would only be relevant for findings that depended on confidence. It
would not affect our finding that the relationship between empirical accuracy and
WTP, as well as the relationship between signal accuracy and WTP, are far flatter than
predicted by theory.
4.3.4. Selection into participation
As in many experiments, there is potentially a concern here about whether the subjects
who chose to participate in the experiment are different from potential subjects who
did not (Levitt and List, 2007a,b). No businessperson was forced to participate in the
study. For example, if the most overconfident subjects were more likely to participate
in the study, this would cause my results to be unrepresentative of behaviour in the
broader population of internet businesspeople subjects. Lacking data on nonparticipants, I am unable to rule out this possibility. However, there is no clear reason
to me why this would be the case. My sign advertised the study as an ‘economics
experiment’, so it is not clear how subjects would select in based on the way they valued
information. In addition, as discussed above, some of my results hold within subject,
for example, Table 2 shows that an increase in overconfidence lowers the demand for
information even after controlling for subject fixed effects. There is less concern about
selection for within subject results (except if the selection occurred on how strongly a
subject’s WTP responds to changes in beliefs).
4.3.5. Mismeasurement of the misusage rate
Subjects only have a chance to misuse information when they successfully purchase
information and when the information signal purchased differs from their initial
guess. Given that this only occurs on roughly one-tenth of tasks and is not exogenously
assigned, it may be the case that the average observed misusage rate is not
representative of the true misusage rate. To assess how much this could matter for
over or underpayment given misusage, I consider the possibility that the true misusage
rate exceeds the observed one by 25%. As seen in online Appendix Figure D7, my main
result still holds.32

32
My main result, of underpayment for highly informative signals and overpayment for less informative
signals, also holds if the true misusage rate is less than the observed one. Further, as a robustness check, I reestimated (5), assuming that the true misusage rate exceeds the observed one by 25%. Online
Appendix Table D5 shows qualitatively similar results (though average underpayment for subjective signals
is no longer statistically significant).
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5. Conclusion
I design a novel experiment on optimal information acquisition and conduct it using
businesspeople experts. When subjects have low accuracy relative to signal accuracy,
they tend to underpay for information, whereas when they have high accuracy, they
tend to overpay for information. Experts exhibit significant overconfidence and
confidence is associated with a lower demand for information but the relationship
between confidence and WTP is much flatter than is optimal. Even adjusting the value
of information for overconfidence, subjects underpay for highly valuable signals, while
overpaying for less valuable signals. This overpayment and underpayment also holds
adjusting the value of information for subjects’ tendency to often misuse information,
that is, to ignore signals after purchasing them.
Beyond overconfidence and information misusage, I consider a number of forces
that could potentially explain the result that subjects underpay for highly valuable
signals and overpay for less valuable signals. One explanation is a combination of
conservatism and base-rate neglect. While theoretically promising, a large degree of
conservatism and base-rate neglect would be required to rationalise the results. Other
alternative forces include ego utility and loss aversion. I cannot rule these other
alternative explanations out, particularly ego utility, but they seem unlikely to explain
the results fully. Ultimately, while I observe a robust empirical pattern of underpayment and overpayment, future work is required to reach a more definitive explanation
for this pattern. By using a controlled experiment (as opposed to field data) to study
optimal information acquisition, I can rule out various confounds such as people not
being aware that information is available or that the cost of acquiring information is
heterogeneous. By using an expert subject pool, I help rule out confounds such as that
the information-acquiring agents are unsophisticated or unfamiliar with the information they are acquiring.
It should be strongly highlighted, however, that the experts in the experiment
showed clear deviations from optimal behaviour. WTP did not vary nearly enough with
confidence and accuracy as predicted by theory; confidence is only weakly related to
accuracy; and information is misused often. Given these stark deviations from optimal
behaviour, some readers may be tempted to call into question whether the subjects are
truly ‘experts’. As discussed earlier, the subjects have expertise regarding websites and
domain names, and there is a relevant real-world market for costly information (i.e.
domain name appraisals); using such subjects helps overcome critiques that tasks were
artificial, unfamiliar, or lacked meaning for subjects. However, the subjects are not
experts in experimental economic methods. Probably more importantly, that the
subjects are experts does not imply that they should be immune from common biases.
Additional research on optimal information acquisition using other expert populations is clearly warranted.
My results are potentially relevant for interpreting findings on optimal information
acquisition in various field settings. On one hand, people seem to over-value certain
types of information, e.g., it has been argued that investors overpay for advice from
financial managers (Gennaioli et al., 2015) and that patients and doctors often request
medical information that is of little therapeutic value (Abaluck et al., 2014). On the
other hand, there is evidence that people may under invest in acquiring basic
© 2016 Royal Economic Society.
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information about school quality (Hastings and Weinstein, 2008) and about features of
the tax code (Chetty and Saez, 2013). Such evidence need not be at odds, and is
potentially consistent with my main finding that people underpay for high-value signals
and overpay for low-value signals (though such evidence surely also reflects important
institutional factors beyond my experiment).
It is important to note the limitations of the analysis. I focused on a particular set of
tasks using a particular set of signal accuracies. Had I focused on signals with lower or
higher accuracy, it is possible that different patterns of under and overpayment may
have been observed. Although I use experts performing tasks which are closely related
to real-world ones they actually engage in, the setting in my experiment is still artificial.
Furthermore, it is unclear whether my results would translate into natural information
acquisition situations. In an experimental setting mimicking common business
activities, internet businesspeople under-acquired relatively valuable information and
over-acquired less valuable information. But this does not necessarily imply that
businesspeople would do so in transactions outside the experiment. To get at this and
to deal with the alternative explanations discussed above, additional field experiments
are needed.
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